THE LEGEND OF XOCOMIL
(A legend of peace and opportunity)
José González Godoy

It was a deep blue colored night and those who gazed up could see an infinite sky of stars, the
brightest ones hanging like majestic diamonds reflecting their light on the peaceful waters of
Lake Atitlán. This reflection provided a faint light, making a contrast with the darker color of the
majestic volcanoes and mountains that surrounded the Lake. It truly offered a magical
atmosphere to the twelve Mayan tribes settled around the Lake.
But to the Great Grandfathers, the Great Grandmothers, the Heart of the Sky and the Heart of
the Earth, who from unimaginable heights looked down, there were three immense hearts that
overshadowed all these lights and, to their eyes, were brighter even than the brightest of stars
of that night. These three hearts belonged to the three people who, in representation of the
Quiché, Kakchiquel and Tzutujil nations, had been chosen by the Gods to perform the feats that
would bring honor to Mayan culture as a whole. These feats promised to bring a peace longed
for by all Mayan nations, which during those times waged war against each other – a war
amongst brothers. For this reason, they were now closely watched by the Gods.
Utzil, “the Kind-hearted” as he was known, was a great young warrior and
direct descendant of the best men and women of the Kakchiquel people. He
had been chosen along with the wisest, most intelligent, hardworking and loyal
from the confines of the nation to take care of and protect at any cost the
territory that was then known as Panimaché. This territory was a very special
area in the mountains and had an unmatched view towards the volcanoes and
to all the Mayan towns around Lake Atitlán, and it was made up of what is now

San Andrés Sematabaj, part of Chichicastenango, and Godínez. A series of mountains, hills and
mounds was found there, to the protection of which the chosen ones and their descendants
had dedicated their lives in the most furtive way. They understood without questioning that
this order had been given by the main Ajpop1, who in turn had received the order from the
Gods through the Great Grandfathers and Great Grandmothers.

The Kakchiquel people´s domains consisted of three quarters of an imaginary circle that starts
counter clockwise in what is now San Lucas Atitlán, going through Godínez, San Andrés
Sematabaj, and ending in Sololá. The resting quarter of the circle corresponded to the Tzutujil
people.
Rights over the waters of Lake Atitlán were defined almost in the same fashion. In those days
there existed an island, which was at the same time a mountain, with rugged and almost
vertical walls. It stood out over the placid waters of the Lake and was located three quarters of
the way, making a straight line from what is now Panajachel to Santiago Atitlán. The island was
known as “Ka´ach Luúm”, and upon its top was a flat circle upon which stood a rock known as
Kulbat (K´ulb´at ab´aj), which means “limit stone”. The island was actually known by the name
of that rock, Kulbat Abaj (K´ulb´at ab´aj). This rock defined the boundaries between the Kakchiquel and
the Tzutujil people for the rights of sailing, fishing and play on the lake so that there would be no
problems between them. Upon the beach surrounding the island there were twelve great rocks which
weighed several tons, eleven of them being on Tzutujil territory and one on Kakchiquel territory.

On that starry night, Utzil was walking by himself silently towards the place he
had chosen as his lookout (“atalaya” as it was known) where he normally kept a
look out on the lake and its surroundings. It was his favorite place to keep an eye
out on his brothers, those of the Tzutujil nation, though they were enemies at
the time. But that night he was not there to watch over them.
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It had been ten days since Utzil started seeing the great and legendary
Tzutujil warrior known by the name of Toj, “The Great Lizard”. Every night
he came rowing his kayak or simply swimming to the shore of the island.
Once there, he began the task of carrying the eleven rocks that were on the
side of the Tzutujil up to the island´s top, taking one each night. He put the
rocks upon his back and secured them on his forehead with a devise made
from fiber cords of leather and maguey.
Little by little, step by step, and with great effort, the great warrior Toj carried each stone from the
island´s beach over to the top. He had managed to place the rocks in such a way as to form a circle, of
which Kulbat Abaj, the limit stone, would form a part of. Upon completing the feat of carrying the rock
to the top, he would fall exhausted and weak to the ground, left to the mercy of any enemy that lurked
around. This, a great warrior would have certainly avoided, but not him, not Toj, the Great Lizard. Why?
Utzil asked himself, but he was also intrigued by why, in the middle of such a tremendous task and the
pain and tiredness it caused him, Toj pulled out a smile, instead of a face of anguish or pain. Why? Utzil
wondered.
This night was no exception and as night fell, Toj came to the island and began the arduous task of
carrying the rock over to the top. It was the last of the rocks on the side belonging to the Tzutujil, but
this time he looked more tired than before. The effort he put into carrying the previous rocks had taken
a toll on him, but still, he managed to smile. From afar Utzil saw how Toj staggered up the hill, but also
saw how his immense will pushed him to give yet another step forward, and then another and another
and another until he reached the top. He dropped the rock and fell to the ground and remained there
for a few minutes only to stand up again, smile and drag the stone to the circle. The circle was now
formed by twelve huge stones, of which Kulbat Abaj, the limit stone, was a part of.
Meanwhile, from high above, the Heart of the Sky, the Heart of the Earth, the Great Grandmothers and
Great Grandfathers, watched together with perplexity and admiration at the courage and effort Toj had
put into his task.
Utzil continued to watch the scene, but this time he saw that instead of leaning exhaustedly on the rock
after completing his daily task as he had done the nights before, Toj fell heavily to the ground. It was
obvious he had fainted completely and was all but spent. Without thought and pushed by the goodness
in his heart, Utzil jumped out of his look out over to the beach and took a kayak to the island to help Toj.
He did not even stop to consider that Toj was an enemy and that if they were both to enter direct
combat, he wouldn´t stand a chance against this mighty warrior. Utzil was well known for his ability with
the bow and arrow and for being able to jump from rock to rock and from one mountain to the other as
if he could fly, but he had been witness to the uncanny strength and ability to swim and to row that Toj
possessed. However, Utzil´s heart was stronger than his logic, and so he rowed his kayak towards the
island.

He was just starting to row when a great ray of light descended from the skies onto the island and
blinded him. It was the deep gaze that the Heart of the Sky, the Heart of the Earth, the Great
Grandfathers and Great Grandmothers anxiously sent out to cover Toj, who lay helplessly on the
ground. Utzil was marveled and thanked the sky for having the opportunity to have experienced such a
sight and to realize that Toj had surely made the effort of carrying the stones by order of the gods
themselves.
He returned to shore and from there saw how Toj, the great warrior, staggered up to his feet, walked
slowly down to the beach, and directed his kayak back to his own territory without looking behind. Now
knowing why, Utzil instinctively applauded Toj, in silence so that no one would be aware of his presence.
He recognized the prowess that Toj had managed and felt pure admiration towards him.

When Utzil was starting to climb the mountain he had descended in order to go help Toj, he saw a large
stone in the form of a serpent´s head lying on the beach. He made sure he was not being watched,
especially from the side of the Tzutujil, and decided to carry it to the top of the mountain where his look
out was. This stone was at least ten times smaller than the rock Toj had carried and the distance he had
to climb was not as high as the island´s, but it was very heavy for him nonetheless. He was going to use
it as the head of a monument he was building in honor of the Ajpop Kukumatz (Q´uq´umatz), the
Feathered Serpent, which he was close to complete, but he also carried the rock out of curiosity – he
wanted to know what it was like for Toj to carry such heavy burdens.
As he gave the first step of his climb he realized that the task was not only going to be difficult but
maybe impossible. -What have I gotten myself into? - He asked. -When did I think of this? Well, now I
must finish what I have started.- He answered himself. He carried on and all the time he wondered how
it is that Toj managed to carry all those impossibly huge rocks.
Only after sunrise did he arrive at his look out post, exhausted and filled with sweat. He placed the stone
upon the rectangular platform he had intended for the monument in honor of Kukumatz and fitted the
serpent´s head along with the structure. He had completed what he had promised to do so before
embarking on his journey to the city of Kumarcaj (Q´umarkaj), located in the enemy territory of the
Quichés. However, he did not feel satisfied at the task he had completed. His mind constantly went back
to the moments he saw Toj, the Great Lizard, carrying those huge rocks up the mountain isle. He

admired his prowess and at the same time became aware of the uncanny strength that his Quiché
enemy surely possessed.
The stars where now beginning to disappear in the skies as Utzil made his way back home. He was
beginning to slacken his pace when he remembered that this day was his last in Panimaché, his home
town. At nighttime he would be leaving towards the city of Kumarcaj to fulfill the prowess that had been
entrusted to him by the Gods themselves and that hoped to benefit his nation and the rest of the Mayan
nations. He hastened towards his home and spent the whole day sleeping, at which the inhabitants of
Panimaché wondered, probably thinking that he was resting because he wanted to be ready for the
Mayan ball game that was traditionally held during the festivities that began that same night in honor of
Tohil, the Fire God. In truth, Utzil was exhausted from the strain of carrying that rock over to his look
out.
As the sun fell, Utzil took his quiver filled with arrows and placed it
upon his back. He checked his bow, hung it on his shoulder, and took a
deerskin, which would not only protect him from the cold and the rain,
but also serve him as a shield when tied with his of shell of lianas. He
took a piece of flint stone he could use as a knife and with which he
could also light a fire. He also took some food, of which the most
important was a mass of corn dough mixed with a bit of water of Lake
Atitlán that had been prepared by the Ah Tzité2 after having heard the
will of the gods and telling Utzil about it. Last of all, he took the clothing and finery he would wear when
presenting himself in Kumarcaj for the celebrations in honor of Tohil, and finally made his way out the
city.
He took the road towards his look out, which was opposite the direction towards Kumarcaj, the Quiché
city. It was the most dangerous route to take, because after reaching the island of Kulbat Abaj he would
have to go through Tzutujil territory. He had already been witness to the strength and willpower of the
Toj, the Great Lizard, the most famous warrior of that territory, and even though he trusted his ability
with the bow and arrow and did not fear Toj, he knew that an encounter with him might delay his arrival
to Kumarcaj.
Utzil was well aware of the dangers of taking the way through Tzutujil territory but he also understood
that it might be even more dangerous if he were to take the road through his own territory. If an Ajpop
of the Kakchiquel would find out of the reason of his departure he might order him to stop and go back
home. Obedience was a part of his code and as his nation´s head warrior he could not disobey a direct
order from an Ajpop. This however would put an end to the mission that was demanded of him for the
glory and benefit of his nation.
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While Utzil was beginning his quest, preparations were being made in Kumarcaj for the ceremonies and
festivities in honor of Tohil, of which the millenary Cob Dance held special importance. For this dance,
the best corn cob from the previous harvest would be chosen and then thrown into the air by the main
Ajaw3 present. The cob had to be sustained in the air by the arrows shot by the thirteen best archers,
who had proven their worth by rigorous competition, until every grain had been shot off.
There were no half points since the cob had to be completely freed of its grains. If it were to fall to the
earth with one or more grains on it, it would be considered an offense to Tohil and the archers would
have to be sacrificed in order to appease the Fire God´s wrath. But if the cob fell to earth without a grain
attached to it, then it would be an omen that the coming year would be prosperous and abundant. At
the moment that it happened, the celebrations would begin and the thirteen archers would be praised
by the whole Quiché nation.
The meaning of the word Kumarcaj – “Hideout of the riches of the Sky” – suggested the importance that
the city, the events that occurred there, and their repercussions had on the entire nation. Such was its
importance that the Ajaw Pocón himself, the Quiché leader, supervised the competitions that would
yield the best archers for the opening, supervised the ceremonial aspects, and even the preparations.
His daughter I´x Saqil, the Rabin Ajaw or Daughter of the Lord, was directly in charge of organizing the
reception of the guests, amongst who were the most important personalities of the Quiché nation and
others of like importance from the Northern nations of what is now Mexico.
As all Mayan women are, I´x Saqil was beautiful, with long black hair and dark eyes. Her gaze was both
piercing and tender, and she walked straight with her head held high. Her extraordinary beauty,
however, did not come solely from her looks but from deep within her soul. She possessed a responsible
and benevolent attitude towards her culture and fellow people. As the Ajaw´s daughter her standing in
society was high and she had been able to use her influence to surpass the barriers that affected Mayan
women of the time and to use it in direct benefit of her beloved people. In return they loved her, and it
was not because she was one of the most important Quiché women, but because of her actions and her
love for them.
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The Quiché people associated her name, I´x Saqil, to the word “whiteness”, because they considered
that only a white or pure soul could be behind the many benevolent actions that she performed. They
also associated her name to the word “dawn”, because since she started accompanying her father in his
meetings with foreign authorities and representatives, with her sole presence she had managed to avoid
wars and attacks on her people, in the same way that the light of dawn breaks and clears all darkness
before it. By these actions, peace was kept in the Quiché nation, a peace that all desired but had not
been able to enjoy before.
Since she was a teenager, her father had permitted her to be present during his meetings with foreign
representatives, who began calling her by the name “Zacar” and by which she was then known in all
Mayan nations and many of the nations to the North. In foreign tongues, “Zacar” also meant
“whiteness”, “the unattainable dawn” and “the unattainable whiteness”. The reason for these two last
names was that countless Lords, Ajaws, and Ajpops from other lands had long dreamed of making an
alliance with the Quiché people through a marital union with I´x Saquil, or Zacar, to which she
responded that her love was owed to no one else but her people. The time when she would take a
husband would come but it was not yet so.
In such times it was custom that fathers, especially from the highest ranks in society, decide when to
give their daughter´s hands for marriage, even more so if this marriage would bring an economic or
powerful alliance with other nations. It was not the case of the Ajaw Pocón, since he respected his
daughter´s decision and understood the people´s desire for not letting her go simply for an alliance with
another nation. They were even ready to go to war in order to respect the decision of their most
beloved Zacar. Besides these reasons, both Zacar and her father were well aware that her decision of
remaining unwed was in the best interest of their people. The Quiché people were currently enjoying an
unprecedented peace and were kept safe by the hope that foreign leaders might one day win her hand,
thus avoiding any conflict with the Quiché people.
All the people that had been invited to the festivities were high personalities, both national and foreign.
They were usually invited willingly, but sometimes there were some unpleasant guests who were invited
due only to political reasons rather than for the pleasure of having them there. Such was the case of the
powerful warrior Coyohuatl, which meant “coyote skin” in his tongue, from the Nahuátl nation in the
north. Everywhere he went he was accompanied by fifty of his feared “Coyomeh” warriors, even during
peaceful celebrations. The name “Coyomeh” means “the coyotes”, and was given to them because of
the coyote skins they used to camouflage themselves within the jungles and forests when they used to
hunt down their victims, using the most terrible methods. They used to chase their victims in relays
allowing them to cover large distances and run several days without stopping. When the opportunity
came one of the hunting warriors would launch his spear towards the victim and run off, and while he
attracted the attention of the hunted the others would attack the victims´ backs. This method would be
used until the victim had been so wounded that he could no longer keep running away and so they
finished him off. They were never known for taking prisoners.

Coyohuatl was a dark character. He carried his spear everywhere he went, even during religious
reunions. He was not used to look into the eyes of those he spoke to, always turning away from a direct
gaze. He avoided talking to people if he could, and never talked about himself or his nation. He did
however talk in secret with his warriors, being distrustful himself and inspiring distrust as well. However,
it was necessary to invite him for political reasons and to avoid any confrontations. When he arrived in
Kumarcaj, he greeted the Ajaw Pocón without the customary protocol with which the host
representatives were usually greeted and was the only one to fail delivering the accustomed gift. The
Ajaw Pocón of course took notice of this but decided to overlook it. He accompanied Coyohuatl to the
seat he had appointed for him, placing him as further away from his warriors as possible. With this, the
Ajaw carried on.
The Coyomeh warriors were not allowed to be within the ceremonial area, but they had placed
themselves one by one in strategic positions, at which the Ajaw Pocón gave the order to surround them
in greater numbers. The Quiché people loved peace but were ready to go to war if provoked, and the
Ajaw Pocón was a man of manners but did not hesitate if he saw his people or family in danger. After
giving the order, a tense calm could be felt in the atmosphere, and the Ajaw Pocón and Coyohuatl
exchanged a glance at which the latter quickly turned away. Little did the Ajaw know, Coyohuatl had
intended a plan to kidnap Zacar and take her as quickly as possible to the North. Further on the way he
would be supported by another five hundred Coyomeh warriors who awaited his signal. The main
objective was to lure the Ajaw and his army into what is now the Mexican territory, which the other
northern nations would consider an act of war, and with which they would have the pretext to attack
Kumarcaj. They would do this even without having prior consensus with the other nations that were a
part of the federation to which the Coyomeh also belonged. So Coyohuatl and the Coyomeh had not
come to Kumarcaj to be a part of the festivities but to cause war.
While the tense calm continued and the leaders and important figures carried on with their affairs, Zacar
was closely watching each and every one of the male guests as she had never before dared to do. The
day before, when she and a group of Quiché ladies had gone out to collect flowers for the reception to
be held this night, she separated herself from the group for a while. She was strolling along when she
saw a ray of light breaking out of the sky. It seemed to have been thrown directly at her, and for a
fraction of a second she distinguished a green arrow at the tip of ray of light. She dropped the flowers
and quickly jumped behind a tree to hide, and saw how the arrow passed her by and immediately
turned around towards her once more. But she was not afraid, she was intrigued. She had never seen an
arrow that could stop in midair, turn around and shoot off again. She kept on watching until the arrow
finally stopped and remained static in midair, right in front of her.
She could not believe her eyes, what she had thought to be an arrow was
actually a small bird with a long beak flapping his wings so quickly that they
could not be seen. It was strange to see a bird suspended in the air. Zacar run
to another tree but the little bird followed. She could not hide from the bird,
so instead of running again she got up and faced the bird.

Who are you and what do you want? - She asked and the bird moved back a bit. -How can you do that? She asked the bird once again.
Don’t you worry about what I can do- the bird answered. –I do not come to harm you, I am Tzunun, the
humming bird. I am the messenger of the Gods and I bring a message for you from the Great
Grandmothers.Zacar was perplexed! Tzunun moved closer until he was right in front of Zacar´s face, and said –By
order of the Gods, from this moment forth I am the messenger between you and them. I will be your
guide and counselor. If the Gods, the Great Grandfathers, the Great Grandmothers, the Heart of the Sky,
or the Heart of the Earth wish to send you a message, I will deliver it. If you wish to ask them something,
I will deliver your message to them. And if you wish to have my advice or guide if you are lost and don´t
know where to move, then I will come and guide you.-Today- he continued, - I have a message for you from the Great Grandmothers. They say that amongst
today´s guests you will find your love, your partner for life. Do not worry; you will know who he is when
you see him. And from that moment on you will be responsible for your own actions and decisions. Do
you understand?-. Zacar answered with a nod of the head, and without saying more, Tzunun vanished in
the same way he had come, leaving a very perplexed Zacar behind. She didn´t know if it had been an
illusion, a dream or if it had even been real. Immersed in her thoughts, she slowly picked up the flowers
she had dropped and returned to her responsibilities without saying a word to anyone. At dawn, as the
guests began to arrive, Zacar, though not wholly convinced, remembered Tzunun´s every word and for
that reason she looked curiously at every single one of the guests.
On that same night, when Zacar had met Tzunun, Utzil had arrived at his
look out. Once there he took some time to admire the monument he had
erected in honor of Kukumatz. He observed it from above, from below,
and all around, and was very pleased. His look out was no longer one
composed of a simple stone, but now possessed the only monument
built in honor of Kukumatz in Panimaché, and even in Lake Atitlán.
Feeling the need to, he prayed and asked for protection throughout his
quest. When he was done he carried on his way and did not look back to
his home until he had reached the shores of the Lake and had placed
himself within the kayak he had left prepared days ago. He would stop on
the island Ka´ach Luúm before reaching Tzutujil territory, where he
would have to pass unnoticed.
The night was dark and starless, but the little light that there was reflected itself on Kulbat Abaj, the limit
stone, serving him as a kind of lighthouse that guided him to the island´s shore. While Utzil rowed

silently, his thoughts fell on Toj and the mission he had seen him carrying
out and felt relieved that it had been completed. He probably would not
encounter the Great Lizard on the island, the only stone left on its shore
was on the side of the Kakchiquel, and he knew that Toj would not risk
himself by taking this one stone to the top. It would be trespassing on his
rival´s territory and might mean war.
He drew closer to the island and could now distinguish its features better, but then he saw to his most
aching surprise, Toj´s silhouette moved in the shadow. It was unmistakably him, and he was the one he
hoped to find the least. But not only was he there, he had crossed over to the territory belonging to the
Kakchiquel and had already started to carry the only rock they possessed and was halfway up to the top.
This could not be allowed! Utzil went into a fit of rage and was anxious to reach the shore. When he did
he saw he had disembarked right beneath where Toj was tarrying up. He took his bow and placed an
arrow in it and aimed at Toj, but two things stopped him from firing. He realized that Toj was not aware
of his presence and the warrior´s honor within him and his good heart would not permit him to shoot
anyone in the back. Besides he felt a deep respect and admiration for this Tzutujil man, who was also in
fact the most famous of all the warriors of his nation. He weighed his options, not wanting to jeopardize
the quest he was directed to do but neither wanting his enemy to get away with the crime he was
committing.
He was taken out of his thoughts when suddenly Toj began to stumble on his way, every step he took
forward making him more and more unstable. Despite seeming even more tired than the night before,
he kept on carrying his huge burden. Utzil grew genuinely concerned about Toj, knowing that he was in
mortal danger. If Toj were to fall off the mountain he might die crushed by the rock, or drown if he fell
with it to the deep waters of Atitlán. Utzil also realized that even he might be crushed by both the rock
and Toj, since he was directly beneath them. He thought of yelling at him but that might cause him to
lose focus and thus cause him to fall. On the other hand, if he were to let him continue, it was just a
matter of time before Toj would fall from his growing weakness. What do I do? - Utzil asked himself.
His heart resolved the matter over his mind´s doubts, so without thinking he started to go up the
mountain´s side, running, jumping and almost flying as he was known to do so. In a few seconds he had
caught up with Toj, but he did not know how to help him, all he knew was that there was a disaster to
avoid. While Toj was concentrating all his attention on his task, Utzil watched him closely for a moment
and couldn´t help but exclaim to his insides –This man is gigantic! His muscles look as if they were made
from the same rock he is carrying! I better be careful if he gets violent. - He thought of how puny the
rock he had carried the night before looked in comparison to the one Toj carried now.
Finally, Utzil came closer to Toj and in a smooth voice said, -please do not be frightened, I am not going
to attack you, I just want to help you.To which Toj replied, -I had already seen you; you are Utzil, the great Kakchiquel warrior. I know you, I
have seen you before. It’s a good thing you don´t mean to attack me, but I don´t need your help.

-I don´t care that you´re taking the Kakchiquel stone! Please, just stop. You are too weak, you must rest.
Don´t be stubborn! - Utzil insisted.
-You´re wrong. I am not stealing this stone, because it does not belong to the Kakchiquel or the Tzutujil. I
don´t think you would understand, and I can´t stop because by midnight this stone must be on the island
top.- Answered Toj, with his now usual smile.
It was the last thing he said before his knees finally gave way to the rock´s weight. He had accumulated
such exhaustion after the previous eleven feats that he could not stand anymore. At first his body
leaned forward, but by the rock´s weight he soon started rolling downhill tied to the rock. Utzil sped
downhill and flew through the air to finally fall on top of the rock to hold it tightly. Together they went
rolling down to the bottom, but before reaching it Utzil managed to cut the ropes that held Toj to the
rock, but instead he was bonded by the ropes he had cut. By Utzil´s actions Toj lay on the shore, but
Utzil was hurled down the lake unable to get free from the ropes.
As fast as he could, Utzil desperately tried to cut his bonds with his flint stone knife, knowing that his
abilities in the water weren´t that good. But he kept on going down, and just as he was beginning to lose
consciousness he saw a swish of water and air come towards him. It was Toj! The Great Lizard! He swam
very quickly and in a few moments he was holding the rock by its ropes, not letting it drown
furthermore. Utzil had just lost his flint stone knife and there was nothing he could do but look and wait.
Toj still held the stone with his left hand, and with his right he began pounding the rock until, with only a
few hits, he broke it apart. The sounds that were produced by the force with which he beat the rock
were heard throughout the twelve Mayan towns that surround Lake Atitlán. They thought that Tohil, the
Fire God, was about to spit huge tongues of lava and fire out the three volcanoes around the Lake.
Once he had freed Utzil, Toj swam up and emerged to the surface with such force and speed that the
two of them jumped out into the air and fell onto the island beach. There they remained, lying halfdead, soon to lose consciousness. Utzil still managed to look at Toj and saw his characteristic smile come
out, despite being half a moment from death. This drew a smile on Utzil´s own face, and so he knew no
more.
When Utzil awoke, he found that Toj was already awake, leaning on the mountain wall. He was pale,
sad, and no trace of a smile to be found. He was agonizing and was even worse than when he had fallen
along with the stone.
-What´s wrong?-, Utzil asked.
I- failed, - answered Toj, -the stone is now lost forever.Who told you had to take the rock to the top by midnight, but, if I may know, why was it so important to
you? - Utzil asked.

You may, I want to tell you. But the truth is I failed, so it doesn´t matter anymore. From the bottom of
my heart, I´d like to thank you for the kindness of your heart. For risking your life to save mine. - Toj
said.
You also saved my life, we are even. - said Utzil.
No, we are not yet even. I saved your life because it was a moral obligation of mine; you risked your life
by saving mine. - Toj responded. –If at any time you need my help, you just have to let me know and I
will be there next to you, no matter the circumstance. I promise!
Utzil nodded and joked, - I will be the first to ask you a favor. I thank you for your actions, but please, tell
me, why have you carried those rocks all the way to the top?
His face and heart downcast, Toj began telling, -the Great Grandfathers and the Great Grandmothers
went before the Gods to ask permission so that I could submerge this island. Their condition was that I
carry the eleven stones on the Tzutujil side to the top, and then use them to form a circle of twelve
stones including Kulbat Abaj, the limit stone. I would then carry the last stone, the same one I was just
carrying before and broke into pieces, which was from the Kakchiquel side, and place it in the middle of
the circle. At that moment, the Gods would allow the stone´s weight to submerge the island.But why sink the island?-, Utzil asked, -I like it, being on the very top of Ka´ach Luúm, next to the limit
stone. Standing from there I can see all around the Lake towards the beautiful lands of the Tzutujil, and
towards the also beautiful lands of the kakchiquel. So why sink it?To which Toj replied, -That´s exactly why. When you stand there to look on the domains of the Tzutujil,
you turn your back on your own people. And when you turn around to look on the domains of the
Kakchiquel, you turn your back on the Tzutujil. I don´t think you´ll understand this now, but it is because
of this island that for many years we have grown used to seeing each other separately, no longer as a
great and strong Mayan nation. To the eyes of all we are but small tribes, scattered around. We think
only of the Quiché, Kakchiquel and Tzutujil people when we think of the Mayan nations that exist, when
in truth the Mayan peoples are many more, and together we truly are great and powerful. Even more
important we are brothers, and if we were united as such we would no longer have war among each
other. Foreign nations would never dare to attack us and we could defend together this territory even
against the most powerful conquerors.
-But if we continue to live this way,- he continued, -if we continue to grow evermore accustomed to this
separate way of viewing ourselves, all we will get in return is to be conquered and enslaved, and maybe
even risking to disappear completely. All of the great achievements of our Mayan ancestry, the
development of our political and religious organization, our cosmology, and the scientific advances that
our ancestors left behind for us, will forever disappear. That is why, this island, a symbol of the division
among brothers, should´ve been sank deep into the waters of this sacred lake. But I failed! I failed in
doing so!! Now do you understand?!- Toj asked, a great anger boiling inside him.-

-I do understand now-, Utzil responded. –I would´ve never taken you for a philosopher, but there is
nothing but reason in your words. The truth has spoken through you, if you had told me this before I
might have helped you. You have supernatural strength and will, but I am certain that together, Tzutujil
and Kakchiquel, we could´ve achieved it.
-I do believe that you now understand. - replied Toj, giving Utzil a brotherly slap on the back that almost
made his bones crack. –If you understand this, I believe other will too, and that means that there is still
hope for us. A new opportunity will be given to us, and that is what I will ask the Gods instead of crying
over what already happened. But look at us here, the two best warriors of our people sitting here
together, talking in peace instead of fighting. This already brings a new hope, not only for us, but for all
Mayan people.
-I thank you for confiding in me, now I have something to tell you.- Utzil started, -I have longed prayed
the Gods for a long lasting peace for the Mayan people, and now, through the Great Grandfathers and
Great Grandmothers, they have heard me. The Ah Tzité (the diviner) consulted the stars and managed
to interpret the will of the Gods. He told me that I had to present myself in Kumarcaj today, and that I
was to perform a great feat there before the Quiché people, its authorities, and the foreign guests
gathered there. I was ordered not to speak of the feat I am to perform, but I can tell you that if I succeed
in it, the Gods will grant peace to the Mayan people. I have prepared tirelessly for this and I am certain
that I will succeed. Then, you and all the Mayan people will know when that time of peace has arrived.May I be of some help? - asked Toj.
Yes, - answered Utzil, -I must go through the territory of your people in order to get to Kumarcaj, but it is
risky. I had planned to do it by myself, but now that I have you to help me it should be easier. I
understand if you cannot or will not, all I ask is that at least you keep this a secret.-This is a great opportunity to achieve the peace we all desire. Not only is it my obligation to help you,
but also my pleasure. Cover yourself with the deerskin you use as a shield and I will help you enter and
leave these lands, but no further since it would be a breach to the agreement and the outcome might be
the opposite of what we intend. Do you understand? - asked Toj.
I do, - Utzil accepted, -let’s be on our way, it is getting late.
They got on the kayak that belonged to Toj so that they did not attract attention with an unknown boat.
Utzil covered himself with the deerskin and Toj rowed hastily towards the Tzutujil shore of the Lake.
Once there, Toj wrapped the deerskin around Utzil and put him on his shoulders so that it looked as if he
were carrying a dead animal. They passed through the lands of Toj´s people and once outside it, Toj put
Utzil down on the ground so that he may walk for himself, though Utzil kept the deerskin on. He looked
at the surrounding mountains and volcanoes so that he may know where he was, and placed his gaze on
a circle made up of white rocks located on the foot of a mountain. It formed a natural fortress and was
right on the limits of the Kakchiquel and Tzutujil territories. Toj gave him indications for the road ahead
and Utzil soulfully thanked him. The moment had come to part ways. From now on Utzil would need

speed, an ability he was a master of and of which Toj was not. Utzil could run and jump with such grace
that at times it seemed he could fly.
Both warriors were wearing their warrior attires along with their favorite weapons, and wore their
shields on their left arms. Utzil carried his bow and his quiver which was filled with arrows, and Toj
carried a gigantic mace. His appearance alone was fearful and Utzil had already seen him demolish a
rock with his bare hands. What he could do with such a mace he wondered, and he thanked the Gods
that this man was his friend and not his enemy.
-My friend, the only way I see fit to say goodbye to you, a true great warrior, is to offer you my left
hand- said Utzil.
Both men dropped their shields, intertwined their left arms and pounded them on each other´s chests in
a sign of trust between warriors. The coming generations would also greet each other in such a way,
letting go of their shields in a display of trust, and would be considered an honor to greet each other so.
They wished each other luck and parted ways. Toj watched his newly found brother disappear in the
darkness with his usual speed and agility.
In Kumarcaj, it was still day and the celebrations in honor of Tohil were about to
begin, when suddenly coyote howls were heard. Coyohuatl immediately got up
from his seat and walked outside the palace, while the Ajaw Pocón followed his
steps with his look. Almost at the same moment the chief of the Quiché warriors
who was in charge of patrolling the ceremonial area came rushing in and spoke in
the ear of the Ajaw, who quickly stood up and spoke up to all the people present.
He said, -I have just received notice that one of the principal warriors of the enemy Kakchiquel nation
has just been captured outside the city, wearing his brightest attires, even though he was not invited to
our festivities. There is no danger, he opposed no resistance and has willingly surrendered his weapons.
The celebrations must not be delayed, but I will excuse myself just this once, I am told this warrior is
repeating my name over and over. My daughter Zacar will come with me, she knows the language of the
Kakchiquel and will serve as my translator.Amidst the growing muttering of the guests, the king and his daughter quickly made their way to the
chamber where they had detained Utzil. The Kakchiquel warrior had come dressed in his most elegant
attire: his long dark hair was tied up with ribbons made by the women of Panimaché and his head was
adorned by feathers of the Quetzal, the most splendorous bird of the land. Over his chest and his back
hung a brown leather protector wrought with glyphs which revealed his high standing in his society, and
around his waist, a strong and luxurious belt hung. He also carried with him his forearm and leg
protectors and sandals made from animal skin. Utzil was a tall and athletic young man, but his attire
highlighted these qualities and showed his strong toned muscles, surely a result of being subjected to
long arduous hours of training. He did not carry, however, his bow and quiver of arrows, nor any other
weapon.

When the Ajaw Pocón arrived at the prisoner´s chamber, Utzil stood up but kept his look downwards as
a sign of respect. The Ajaw spoke to him with a strong accent but Utzil could not understand. It sounded
very much like his language but he couldn´t understand any of the sounds´ meanings. It was time for
Zacar, the Ajaw´s daughter, to speak, which she did in a gentle tone contrasting with that of her father´s.
She told Utzil that what she was going to utter was her father´s words, not hers, and that she would only
translate them. With her attitude and posture, she took care not to offend her father nor intimidate the
prisoner even more than he already seemed.
The Ajaw spoke and Zacar immediately translated: -You are one of the principal warriors of an enemy
army, why have you come so imprudently here, uninvited as it is? Who are you and what do you want?
Speak the truth; this could cost you your life. - Zacar translated.
Utzil raised his head so that when he answered he could look directly into the Ajaw´s eyes, such as he
was educated to. But when he began to answer he looked instead to the woman who was translating,
whom he knew was Zacar, the daughter of the Ajaw Pocón. He had heard about her great heart and her
extraordinary beauty, but he was not prepared for what he actually saw. Both Utzil and Zacar raised
their heads at the same time but when their eyes met, Utzil lost control and became so nervous that his
legs shook and his words got stuck in his throat. The Ajaw´s voice took him out if his trance and made
him turn his head around. Zacar was also nervous and before she translated her father´s words again,
she affirmed that it was the Ajaw who spoke, not her:
-My father says he sees you tremble, like a girl, not like a warrior. If you are a coward, why have you
come all the way here?As he stared into her eyes, he saw a smile emerge inside them. It was now his turn to speak: -I am not a
coward. A coward would´ve never come here and given his weapons as a sign of good will. I am merely
cold from the fatigue of travel. - This caused yet another glimmer in Zacar´s eyes. Her presence was
beginning to captivate him, so he continued speaking: -There is not much time so I will answer your
questions one by one. I certainly was not invited by the Ajaw Pocón, but was brought here by the Gods
themselves. The Ah Tzité from Panimaché deciphered the will of the Gods and ordered me to come to
Kumarcaj for the festivities in honor of Tohil. It is also true that I am one of the principal warriors of the
Kakchiquel, but, with all due respect, from my point of view we are not enemies. Even though there is
no friendly relationship between us and there remains some tension, we are currently not at war with
one another. I am Utzil and I am the principal warrior of Panimaché, a city that I protect and look after. I
am Ajaw Calel´s son, but I do not come in his name. I know this may cost me my life, but I must ask you
to please make me a part of the Cob Dance so that I may fulfill the mission the Gods set for me,
reminding us that we honor the same Gods.The Ajaw Pocón seemed to have understood some of the words Utzil spoke and anxiously turned his
gaze to Zacar, waiting for her translation. She began translating and while she did so Utzil stared fixedly
at her, enchanted by her presence. He knew that this was more dangerous than anything he had

previously done. If the Ajaw were to be bothered by this, he would surely have him killed, which in turn
would mean the end of his quest, but Utzil could not stop himself.
When Zacar finished translating, the Ajaw stumbled on his feet for a second. He sat down and in a
smooth tone bid Utzil to sit down as well. Zacar quickly translated these words for him. Both noted that
the Ajaw had now lowered his tone towards him, and they exchanged a look of relief. The Ajaw
continued speaking and Zacar translating. He said:
-I am the only Quiché Ajaw that knows about Panimaché though I could not get there by myself. I also
knew your father, we were friends once. I remember a day being attacked by foreign warriors and your
father saving my life, and for that I will forever be grateful. Because of this, I will give you your
opportunity, but you are responsible for your actions. You may choose to go back to your lands, in which
case I would send my warriors to protect you along the way, or you can stay and carry out this mission
the Gods have chosen for you. You know Tohil, the Fire God. You know the law. The cob must fall to the
ground devoid of corn grains or you and the other archers will be sacrificed. I also want you to know
that by doing this I will have to take one the archers from the group, which I am certain, will not please
him. If anything goes wrong I will be held responsible. Do you understand this? - He asked Utzil. Utzil
looked into the eyes of the Ajaw and nodded.
The sun was about to reach the exact point at which the ceremony of the Cob Dance was to begin, for
which reason the Ajaw Pocón, followed by Zacar and the splendid looking warrior, hurriedly walked back
in and without further ado announced that the foreign warrior, in fulfillment of the Gods´ will, was to
partake in the dance. Everyone was surprised at the Ajaw´s words and intrigued at the outcome. Some
murmured and some wondered who this imposing warrior was and where he came from.
The Ajaw Pocón turned to look at every single one of the Quiché warriors he had chosen for the dance
and stopped when his eyes fell on Chojinel. He said to him: -Great Warrior Chojinel. As your Ajaw, I
recognize your loyalty and courage, and I recognize your abilities as a warrior and as an archer.
Furthermore, as the leader of our army you have given us great victories and I recognize your
achievements. However, today it is my decision as your Ajaw that you do not partake in the Cob Dance. I
know this decision will cause you pain, but it is my final decision.A general “ohhhhhh!” was heard across the audience. They could not believe that the Great Warrior
Chojinel was to be left out of the dance, after he had earned his place with so much effort. No one
understood what was happening and they looked from Utzil to Chojinel and back. Clearly in pain,
Chojinel shot a loathsome glare towards Utzil, not knowing who this intruder was or why it was decided
that he is left out. He felt humiliated before his people, before the foreign guests, and before the Fire
God. But what hurt him the most was to see that Zacar was looking at Utzil in admiration, without
paying any attention to him, Chojinel. Everyone in Kumarcaj loved Zacar, but Chojinel felt something
more for her, though he had never expressed his feelings to her because of his lower social status.

The Ajaw Pocón continued: -However, I do not wish you to leave, Chojinel. Your efforts previous to
having been chosen for the Dance merit that you remain and sit alongside the great personalities we
have here gathered. I ask you and order you to take your seat next to them.After having gone to speak with his Coyomeh warriors, Coyohuatl had returned to the ceremonial area
but had not taken his previous seat, but chose to take one of the surrounding seats. He knew the affront
that the Quiché warrior Chojinel had suffered and so when he saw him walk past he ceremoniously
offered him a seat next to him. Chojinel accepted and sat down. –I do not like what is happening, - he
said to Chojinel´s ear. –This warrior, Utzil, is from the Kakchiquel nation, an enemy of the Quiché. I
suspect that an alliance might be made through his marriage to Zacar, and that would seriously offend
the nations from the north. - At these words, Chojinel felt a dagger being pressed into his heart, but he
didn’t say anything. Coyohuatl however, was skilled at such things and knew that he had caused the
humiliated warrior to feel even more hate towards Utzil.
Meanwhile, the thirteen warriors were already taking their positions, with bow in hand and a quiver full
of arrows, ready to start firing when the corn cob was thrown to the air. Utzil took his own place among
the warriors, bow and arrow ready. All eyes were fixed on him, including Zacar´s, who looked at him in
awe, and Chojinel´s, who seemed to spit more fire out of his eyes towards Utzil than Tohil could ever do.
The Ajaw Pocón stood up again and said a few words to the audience in relation to the
Cob Dance. He reminded everyone how according to their beliefs they all came from the
maize, that the present dance would honor the Fire God, Tohil, and explained the event
and its consequences. In the name of Kukumatz, or Quetzalcóatl as he was known in the
north, he began counting down: One!!!..........Two!!........Three!!! And so he threw the
best cob of the previous harvest into the air!
The warriors commenced their firing with tremendous accuracy and coordination, balancing the cob in
the air without letting it fall to the ground. One by one the grains were shot off and in little time the cob
was becoming visible. The archers were deeply immersed in their activity, all their senses focused on
one task, aware of the consequence of letting the cob fall to the ground.
Every archer fired his arrows. Every single one of them but Utzil! He was not firing his arrows! He simply
stood there with the bow and the arrow in his hands, watching the cob, and with no intention of
participating! The audience couldn’t believe their eyes. Their guts burned with outrage and they desired
to lunge themselves at the foreigner to make him pay for his impudence!! But they feared Tohil and the
anger he might unleash, so they kept quiet, a silent tension building up around. They didn’t want to
make a sound that would take the warriors attention from this most crucial task. All they did was look
from Utzil to the cob.
Zacar was also very nervous and even more confused. Why would Utzil have travelled so long and went
through so many dangers to come to the Dance only to remain still and not fire a single arrow? She did
not know why, but she did know that any danger he had faced before coming here would not compare
to the danger Utzil would face when the Dance had ended. Her father´s eyes met with hers for a second,

and in them she saw his anger. She knew then that the foreign warrior was to be punished in the most
severe way – with death. She couldn’t help the tears come out, but she quickly dried them in order to
not reveal her true feelings.
Meanwhile, Chojinel and Coyohuatl remained watching the scene. Once more, Coyohuatl spoke into
Chojinel´s ear, and told him: -it is our duty to kill this foreigner in order to appease the gods. I would do
it myself but I fear involving my nation. This is an insult from the Kakchiquel to the Quiché. The people
would be pleased to have a great warrior face justice. - Chojinel did not respond, but Coyohuatl´s words
had done its magic. He continued to glare at Utzil, not even paying attention to the cob. His hate
towards him had been growing since he was first humiliated and now he only thought of two things:
that justice had to be done and that his blood would be sacrificed in honor of Tohil.
Finally, the cob fell to the ground. The Ajaw quickly moved to the ceremonial area at the same time that
the whole crowd started shouting “death to the foreigner ! Death to the Kakchiquel warrior!” To this he
shouted in response: -Silence! I order you all to remain in your places. I understand that you want
justice, we all do! This impertinent foreigner will pay with his life!Everyone fell quiet. They could see their own anger reflected on him. He spoke again: -Great Warrior
Chojinel, here before every one I apologize for having taken you out of the Cob Dance in favor of the
foreigner. I apologize unto you all, for I have committed a grave error. I trusted in him and I believed in
my heart that he had been brought here by the Gods to carry out a feat that would bring peace to the
Mayan people. But I was wrong! Any punishment would fall short of the offense he has committed, but
today there will be no punishment. There will however be an offering to Tohil to appease his anger.Zacar turned pale. She held her hands to her face but her gaze stayed upon Utzil. She couldn’t hear what
her father said but she knew what was happening and what would happen in the end. Once again,
Chojinel looked at Zacar and understood what she felt towards Utzil. Anger filled his entire being, but
the Ajaw Pocón´s words brought him back.
-Great Warrior Chojinel-, he boomed. –Take your bow and your arrows and join the other archers. In
honor of Tohil, I will rip out this Kakchiquel warrior´s heart. He has insulted our god. He has insulted the
Quiché people. He has brought dishonor upon his own people and upon his father, the Ajaw Calel. I will
throw his heart into the air and our greatest warriors will fire their arrows at it until nothing is left!This was too much for Zacar, who let tears roll down her cheeks. Again she dried them quickly so that no
one would see. No one saw, except Chojinel.
The Ajaw Pocón now directed his gaze towards Utzil who remained unmoved, calm. He said to him: -It
pains me to direct these words at you but I must honor our ceremonial customs. You are not an enemy
of the Quiché, but you are the person that has most offended us. Your actions have been disrespectful
and despicable. Furthermore, you have offended Tohil, the Fire God. I must let you speak before the
Quiché people to apologize and explain your behavior, though I do not wish it so. Be respectful of the
people and speak quickly.-

Utzil lowered his head but maintained his body upright, and with confidence he addressed the Quiché
people before him:
-Oh noble people of Kumarcaj! Oh noble Ajaw Pocón, who trusted in this humble Kakchiquel warrior! I
humbly remind you that your gods, the gods of the Maya Quiché, are my gods, the gods of the Maya
Kakchiquel. I respect them even more than my own life. My behavior was not meant to offend and was
not due to my ignorance of the Cob Dance. My behavior was ordered by the Gods themselves!The crowd shouted and screamed. It seemed they could take not one more word from the Kakchiquel
warrior. The Ajaw ordered everyone to be silent, reminding them that this was part of the sacrifice
ceremony and not of a vengeful act. He asked Zacar, who remained looking at Utzil without
comprehending his intentions, to translate the warrior´s words, and ordered Utzil to continue. Utzil
carried on:
-I am aware that my life depends upon you Ajaw Pocón and upon the people of Kumarcaj. But I am also
aware that it primarily depends on the gods who ordered me to behave such as I have. They said that
after the twelve Quiché warriors´ performed their duty, I would have to perform the feat of threshing
the cob with only twelve arrows that these warriors would hand me, one by one. This is the mission that
I have come to fulfill in honor of Tohil, of which the reward would be peace for the whole Mayan nation.
-Humbly, I wish to remind you that the Cob Ceremony has not yet ended, since it’s the Ajaw´s duty to
make sure that the cob has been threshed of all its grains. The Gods told me that the cob would not be
entirely threshed and that there would remain at least one grain left. If it is not true, then it was not the
gods who spoke. But if it is true, then truly it was the gods who spoke. If I manage to thresh it
completely then the coming year will indeed be plentiful and peace will reign throughout the Mayan
nation.
-I know that in sacrificial ceremony there is no place to ask anything, but I ask you, Ajaw Pocón, for two
things. The first, that you check the cob to see if it truly has been threshed of its grains, and second, that
you order the Ah Tzité to listen to the will of the Gods and find out whether or not I was chosen for this
feat. If any of these two were not to be true, then I will gladly offer my heart for sacrifice.When he finished speaking he lowered his gaze to the ground and remained calmly unmoving. Every one
remained silent, looking at each other perplexed. Even the Ajaw looked around him not knowing what
to do. A sacrificial ceremony had never been paused, even less by the words of the one to be sacrificed.
He could see that every single person was at a loss for words or action, but when he crossed eyes with
Zacar, she signaled him by nodding her head in affirmation. He immediately turned to look at the Ah
Tzité, who from the start had been intent on decipher the voice of the gods to find out whether or not
Utzil had been appointed by them.
When the Ah Tzité returned the Ajaw´s look, he also nodded his head in affirmation, and spoke: -Indeed,
the Kakchiquel warrior was appointed by the Gods! - This disconcerted the Ajaw even more, and so he
told the Ah Tzité that if he were wrong then he would also be sacrificed. He then walked to where the

cob was lying and picked it up. He raised it high with his left arm and inspected it all around. Due to the
distance, hardly anyone could see whether or not there was a grain left on the cob. But the Ajaw Pocón
shook his hands and shouted: -there is still one grain left on the cob! Ah Tzité, what should we do?-. To
which the Ah Tzité responded: -It is the will of the gods that we let him perform his feat!-So be it! - ordered the Ajaw.
Zacar smiled again and gave a deep sigh. The tears she wept now were of relief and happiness, but she
had become somewhat weak, so she took a seat and continued to watch the scene. Chojinel knew what
Zacar felt but did not understand why. In his guts a truly huge fire was burning, and it almost made him
cry.
Utzil raised his voice and said that he was ready to begin. He asked the twelve warriors that had
participated in the Dance to stand in line and to give him each one arrow. The Great Warrior Chojinel
had remained in the same line with the twelve warriors but he realized that he was no longer useful
there. It was then that his eyes met with Coyohuatl´s, who with signs told him to remain in place and not
move, while at the same time he gesticulated the words “kill him! Kill him! Kill him!” without saying a
word. But Chojinel did hear these words like a rumble inside his mind.
He could not see anyone else any longer, nor hear the crowd or the words Utzil or the Ajaw Pocón
spoke. All he wanted now was to get closer to Utzil.
The Ajaw bid everyone to keep silent and looked into the eyes of Utzil to make sure that he was ready to
begin. He could see that the warriors were ready with their arrows in hand. Seeing Chojinel alongside
them, he thought about telling him to leave but abstained so as not to cause yet another offense to this
great warrior. He looked around himself, then to the sky, and spoke the appropriate words, and finally
threw the cob as high up as he could.
Utzil moved very quickly and shot the first arrow. It hit the target and sent many grains out into the air,
making the cob float a little bit higher. Both Utzil and the archers were working together excellently, all
of them intuitively knowing how and when to move. Quichés and Kakchiqueles were working just like a
perfectly synchronized symphony. Even the crowd joined in to support the team that was performing
the feat. There were no longer Quichés and Kakchiqueles, no egos over who played which part, but one
unified team working for the good of all. It was the first time that everyone felt that there was only one
nation, fighting together for the same desire – the promise of peace!
The whole of existence seemed to span within one single moment. Only one arrow remained to be shot
and Utzil had the time to see that only one grain was left. Each and every one of the people present
wore a happy and confident countenance. It was time for the last shot. Utzil placed himself in such a
way as to receive the last arrow with ease, not taking his eyes off the floating cob. He put out his hand in
order to receive the arrow, but at that moment, Chojinel, the Great Warrior, blinded by the jealousy and
rage that consumed his whole being, lunged at the last warrior and knocked him on the head. He took
his arrow and then threw it to Utzil´s side. Utzil knew he had to fetch it, and so he did, at which Chojinel

took out his own arrow and sank it deep into Utzil´s flank. He screamed with pain, but still kept his eyes
on the cob, which was still quite high up.
Utzil took the arrow out from his flank, but did not utter a sound even though the pain was very great.
He quickly placed the arrow in his bow and aimed it towards the cob. But while he was attending to the
last arrow, Chojinel had crossed the ceremonial plaza over to where Zacar was, and without saying a
word to her, took her by the waist and started towards the exit. It all seemed to happen so slowly
without anybody really knowing what was happening. It was then that Utzil took his attention off the
cob and located Chojinel running out the palace and carrying Zacar with him. He prepared his bow and
arrow to shoot and in a moment of indecision turned to look at the cob while he heard Zacar yelling him
to shoot the cob.
Utzil did all he could to focus his attention on the cob and keeping his bow tensed, but it was then that
he felt a surge of rage filling his body and blinding his mind and eyes to all else except Chojinel and
Zacar. Without thinking it twice, and without thinking of the cob, he shot his last arrow towards
Chojinel, who fell dead to the floor. Utzil quickly got up and in a heartbeat was next to Zacar. But Zacar
thought quicker than anybody else and knew what would come now if they remained in Kumarcaj. She
grabbed Utzil by the hand and led him away, and the two disappeared in the shadows of the woods right
outside the palace.
But Coyohuatl had also acted quickly. He ran to the palace´s outside and there found the Ajaw Pocón, to
whom he said: -I will hunt the Kakchiquel warrior and rescue your daughter! - But the Ajaw merely
looked at him with contempt. He was still perplexed by all that had happened, but he did know that
Zacar had not been kidnapped by Utzil. He had seen when his daughter extended her hand to Utzil,
offering to lead him out and help him escape. Coyohuatl ordered the fifty warriors that accompanied
him to run towards the south where the beginning of the Tzutujil territory was and immediately begin
the hunting and persecution of Utzil and Zacar.
It all passed so quickly that no one there knew exactly what was happening. And that´s when the earth
started to shake and rumble! All of the volcanoes located on the range that divided the plateau from the
Guatemalan coast exploded with tremendous violence. They sent out great amounts of fire, sand and
black smoke that darkened the sky. People became frantic and started running this way and that way,
shouting “Tohil´s wrath has been unleashed!” Some people stumbled in their frenzy and fell to ground,
only to be mercilessly stumped upon by the mad crowd. Children wailed and women screamed and the
crowd became ever more frantic.
A strong rain began to fall over the Mayan territories. It was the Great Grandmothers´ salty tears, who
wept for the misfortune of their children. They cried “our children shall have to suffer even more before
that peace that we all long for arrives! We shall ask the Gods for another opportunity for Utzil, Zacar and
Toj, and we shall ask Tohil to take mercy on the Mayan people.”

In just a few minutes the rain and the ashes spat from the
volcanoes had covered all the people, animals, plants, and
buildings in black. The sky too was pitch black and the only light
that could be seen was that of the lava that Tohil spouted from the
volcanoes. People in Kumarcaj and all around the Mayan territories
were afraid and disconcerted. However, this combination of
phenomena proved an advantage to the Coyomeh warriors, who
were used to move and hunt in the darkest of circumstances.
Without any problem they rushed through the land and began
placing themselves in strategic places where they would expect
Utzil and Zacar, and then hunt them down. They had not received
orders to capture them alive since their intentions were to start a
war between the ancient kingdoms belonging to the region that is
now Mexico and the Quiché nation, only to then take it further
into the Mayan realm.

Suddenly, the rain and the eruptions came to a halt! However, the
sky was still dark with the ashes that hung in the air. It was as if a
giant bat was flying above and with its wings spread out was
obscuring the light. Everything was silent, but a tension could be
felt. No children´s voices were heard and no bird sang. But the
silence was broken by the howls of what was probably a large
pack of coyotes! No one knew the reason for them to appear, but
these howls, in conjunction with the darkness, made every living
being tremble of fear.
Meanwhile, Utzil and Zacar kept on running away from Kumarcaj, hand in hand, not knowing where they
were heading. Out of the sky, a thin ray of colors shot down and sped like an arrow towards them.
Without giving it thought, Utzil instinctively threw himself upon Zacar to protect her, but to his surprise
the arrow stopped in midair. He was surprised at this unusual sight, but Zacar soon took his hand and
told him to be calm.
–This is Tzunun the Hummingbird and he is the messenger of the Gods, do not fear him. - She said.
Utzil however could not yet understand, and marveled even more when Tzunun spoke: -there is no time
for explanations. The Great Grandfathers,
the Great Grandmothers, the Heart of the Earth and the Heart of the Sky have intervened for you and
for the Mayan nation. Tohil has also calmed his wrath. They have agreed to give you a second chance if
you are able to get to Kulbat Abaj, the island of the limit stone, before five in the afternoon. There they
will come to you and speak directly to you. - He ended.

Utzil and Zacar rejoiced at this news and were willing to do what it took to obtain that second chance.
They grabbed each other’s hands and looked into their eyes and deep into their souls. Without the need
for words, they swore eternal love unto each other, and from that moment on their souls would forever
be united! They hugged and for the first time, kissed each other, thus sealing their commitment and
disposition to love each other from there on. And so it was that Zacar, a gentle and serene women,
joined with Utzil, a kind-hearted but strong and determined man that seemed to resemble a hurricane.
-There is no time to lose, you must hurry! - interrupted Tzunun, -it will take all of your skill and will to
accomplish such a feat, go now!-You told me that if ever I needed your guide and counsel then I should seek you, - said Zacar to Tzunun,
-and now, I need your guide. What is the shortest road to Kulbat Abaj?-You must take the road that Utzil took to come here. It is the shortest and quickest way to the Island,
but there you will be stalked by many dangers, even that of death. It is the road south which Utzil knows
well. Now leave! - Tzunun urged.
Utzil took a deep breath in order to sooth the pain he felt from the wound on his flank, but also to take
in energy that would be essential to speed away. He looked into Tzunun´s eye for a last time and
thanked him, and then, taking Zacar by the waist, sped off into the darkness taking great leaps as he ran.
Tzunun remained for a while suspended in the air and saw the couple disappear. He was worried for
them but he was even more so amazed at their will. He knew what was at stake so he wished them the
best on their way and, in the same way as he had come, disappeared into the sky.
As they went deeper into the darkness of the woods, Utzil carried on with great speed and agility while
he held his beloved Zacar in his arms. It was then that he realized that the howls he had heard before in
the distance were now also behind them and to his dismay he realized that he did not carry his bow and
arrows, or any other weapon!
-We must be careful, we are surrounded by coyotes. There must be many hidden in the brush along the
way. They turn silent when we pass by them. I can hear them now behind us and before us. They are not
as dangerous as they seem but they could be many. - Utzil said.
-Bad news! - Zacar said. -I don´t think they are coyotes, but the Coyomeh
warriors led by Coyohuatl. They are known for their violence and lust for
blood. It is said they have no feelings and that they have never failed when
they have pursued any victim. They never attack from in front until they have
surrounded their victim and they carry sharp spears that they can throw over
large distances. I am afraid, but we cannot stop, we are probably surrounded.
We must carry on with great care, for this darkness benefits not us but them.Utzil did not reply but instead focused all his attention and energies in the path ahead. He sharpened his
senses and with his eyes sought anything that looked strange. With his ears he listened closely to any

uncommon sound in the nature around him, and with his nose searched for any smell that could betray
an intruder. Suddenly he saw shadows running parallel to him and felt a tremor slide down his spine.
The shadows ran very quickly too but always kept their distance. At one point they would lower their
speed and stay behind, while another would change places and start speeding in the same way. Utzil
was now certain that it was the Coyomeh chasing them.
For the first time in his life, Utzil felt fear. He was unarmed and surrounded. But, he felt fear not for
himself but for his beloved Zacar and for what might happen to her. He felt fear of not getting to Kulbat
Abaj on time and of losing the chance of obtaining peace for his people, the Mayans. Just by looking into
his eyes, Zacar understood the fear his beloved Utzil felt. She too was afraid, afraid for the same things
as him. She was especially afraid for Utzil and what might happen to him.
Utzil´s face was now contorted with pain and exhaustion, due to the effort he was making but mostly
due to the rapid blood loss from the wound Chojinel had made on his right flank. Blood kept on oozing
out and the strength in his right leg began to falter.
-We are very close; Tzutujil territory begins over there in that circle of rocks. - Utzil said to Zacar,
pointing with his hand. –it was here that Toj, the Great Tzutujil Warrior, brought me and where we said
goodbye. There we´ll find protection and we can check my wound.In order to use a shortcut, Utzil climbed up a stone and from there jumped down to a more uniform
terrain, but at the moment of landing his right leg it no longer supported his weight and Zacar´s, and so
they stumbled and rolled on the ground. They hadn´t recovered themselves when a shadow appeared
out of the bushes, quickly closing in on them. Without giving them any chance, the shadow shot a very
sharp spear right into Utzil´s back, who shot a muffled cry of pain to the air!
Zacar spun around only to see another shadow rushing towards them, with yet another spear which he
also threw towards Utzil! Zacar yelled a sharp cry “Noooooooooooo!” and instinctively threw herself
between the spear and Utzil. But a strong hand quickly took her by the ankle and threw her away to the
side. It was Utzil! He had reached deep within for the strength to save Zacar and with great reflexes
managed to stop the spear just an inch away from his chest.
Zacar bent down to help take the inserted spear out of Utzil´s back, and much to her horror, saw the
wide wound the spear had left on his back. The terrible howls and cries from the ever closing Coyomeh
continued to break the silence of the night. “Auuuuuuuu! Auuuuuuuuu! Auuuuuuuuuuu!” the howls
went on. Zacar panicked and started weeping. She could not bear to see Utzil´s terrible wounds, from
which rivers of blood seemed to pour out. Their deaths were near at hand and with them the failure of
their quest!
Utzil faltered as he went, but managed to say with a serene voice: -we must get to the circle of rocks.
There we may defend ourselves against the Coyomeh. It is Tzutujil territory so if anyone is seen there
many Tzutujil warriors will come to attack them. We may be able to explain who we are, especially if the
Great Warrior Toj were to appear.-

Slowly they made their way towards the circle. Utzil leaned with one arm on Zacar and with the other on
the spear he had kept. The howling did not stop and the shadows had grown in numbers. But they no
longer attacked, but slowly walked from all sides towards their two victims. Zacar could no longer hear,
nor think. She only walked along with Utzil following his slow walking. Utzil was no longer thinking about
peace for the Mayans, or about life or death. His mind was focused only on getting to the circle of rocks
and protecting his beloved Zacar while he still had breath, or until the Tzutujil warriors arrived. The tears
Zacar wept and the blood Utzil spilled left a trail that could be seen in the dim light from where the
Coyomeh where, who still howled and howled away. Auuuuuuuuuu! Auuuuuuuuuuu! Auuuuuuuuu!
Very slowly, Utzil and Zacar managed to reach the circle of rocks, their enemies following each step they
took. This circle of rocks was located at the foot of a mountain, which protected their backs, while the
circle of rocks would protect their sides. The only place through which they could be attacked was from
the front. Zacar placed Utzil´s dying body on the foot of the mountain and kneeled besides him. She
stroked his forehead and saw his chest awkwardly rise and fall, with the few beats his heart gave and
the little breath he took in and out. She started to cry disconsolately, simply waiting for her death by her
man´s side. Tears streaming down her cheeks, she looked away as if looking for something and found
the spear Utzil had captured. She took it in her hands and decided that she would take her life the
moment Utzil left his own body, so they could go together from this world.
The darkness that had impended for a long while was already starting to dissipate, and in the artificial
twilight Zacar could see the figures of the Coyomeh gathering around the entrance of the natural
fortress, this time led by Coyohuatl. They were no longer howling, which calmed her, though she knew
that it was a matter of time before they got to where she and Utzil lay. She could feel their eyes upon
her, watching her, but whenever she raised her eyes and looked directly at them, they looked away.
After a little while, Zacar guessed that they would finally close in on her until she no longer had the
energy to raise her gaze at them, but the exhaustion and fear she had felt throughout the journey was
about to take its toll on her and she felt that she would soon faint.
She was now getting ready to give up and so she placed her hands on Utzil´s chest and raised her last
prayers to the Gods and spoke her last words to the Great Grandfathers and Great Grandmothers. She
prayed for Utzil and for her, but especially for the Mayan nations. But it was then that a small ray of light
broke from the sky and came down to her. She looked up and knew that it was Tzunun coming to help
her, and it filled her body and mind with renewed drives. She did not know what a small bird could do
for her but his presence filled her with true hope nonetheless. The sparkle returned to her eyes and the
smile to her face! She was no longer alone and unprotected.
The hummingbird came close to her ear and spoke: -Listen to me. Don´t
stop looking at their eyes for one second. Take the spear with you and
without looking away from the Coyomeh, climb up to the tallest rock on
the south side. The spear´s point is made of flint stone. With it you will be
able to light a fire that will hurt their eyes. When you´ve placed yourself on
the rock you will close your eyes and scrape the stone on the rock three

times. As soon as the fire is lit jump down to where Utzil is and hold him close to you and don´t move
from there no matter what.
She took the spear and started climbing the rock without turning her eyes away from the Coyomeh,
such as she was instructed. They did not look into her eyes but did follow her movements, and when
they saw what she was trying to do they began laughing at her. They thought that she was leaving her
companion behind, but what made them laugh the most was to think that she thought she could run
away from them. When she had placed herself above the rock she put all her strength into scraping the
stone on it. After three scrapes the rock finally generated a huge and brilliant light. All the Coyomeh
howled in unison but in terrible pain this time, since their eyes had grown used to seeing in the darkness
and not in light. She immediately jumped down to the ground to hug Utzil, who opened his eyes
stimulated by the great light she had lit. She smiled down at him and hugged him, not knowing what
would happen next, but trusting Tzunun.
The Coyomeh that had recovered from the painful flash of light went into a fit of rage and with violent
gestures leapt towards Utzil and Zacar. All she could do was close her eyes and hug Utzil even tighter,
when suddenly “puuuummmmmmmm!”. A tremendous blast was heard, reaching out into every
confine of the Tzutujil and Kakchiquel territories. They thought that maybe Tohil´s anger had been
awaken once more. Then another “puuummmmmmm!”, and another “puummmmmmmmm!”, and
another “pummmmmmmmm!”
Each explosion brought more and more rocks down to the fortress where the warriors were. It seemed
to them as if a hurricane were throwing these great rocks. Some of them threw themselves to the
ground, others hid themselves behind the rocks in the circle, and others ran away! The howls that had
been so terrifying before had now been replaced by the wails of those who were caught by the incoming
gale of rocks. Amidst the shadow, the figure of a giant warrior wielding a giant mace could be seen
standing above the rocks on the southern side of the fortress. In such a light he looked even greater and
more menacing than he already was, and with each stroke of his mace he sent a great number of rocks
down to the Coyomeh. Even his voice made the earth tremble, and he said: -I am Toj, the Great Lizard,
and you are in my domains. If you do not leave immediately there will be war! This warrior and his
woman are my brothers, whoever fights against them fights against me!
-But he is a Kakchiquel warrior; he is your enemy, not us! - They answered, in fear of this great warrior.
-Nooooo!!-, Toj roared in response. –I see in him not an enemy but a Mayan brother of mine of the
Kakchiquel people, attacked by foreigners! Leave these lands and never come back!!Such was Toj´s authority that all that was heard of the Coyomeh warriors were their final howls, not the
terrible howls from before but howls of a retreating pack. Auuuuuuu! Auuuuuu! Auuuuu! And so
without the slightest resistance, they were gone and it seemed as if they had never been there at all.
Still with his mace in his hand, Toj drew close to Utzil and said to him –if you would´ve told me that your
mission was to get a beautiful woman from Kumarcaj, I would’ve gone with you to get one of my own
too! Hahahaha!- he laughed.

-I cannot figure out how you smile even in the unlikeliest of moments, but I sure am glad to see you! replied Utzil. –She is Zacar, my Love!Everyone knows who Zacar is, but I had no idea that she was your Love. Not that it will remain a secret
after fifty Coyomeh know about it. - Toj joked.
How is it that you came here? Is it by chance? - Utzil asked him.
-I feel a bit ridiculous saying this, but a little bird told me about it! Hahaha- continued Toj.4
-It was Tzunun!- Zacar burst out in joy. And as if he had been summoned by Zacar, the hummingbird
appeared before her, and said: -There is no time to waste. The Coyomeh are regrouping!And just like that the coyote howls were heard once more. Auuuuuu! Auuuuuuuu! Auuuuuuuuuu! Some
came from nearby while others from further away. It seemed like an even larger pack of coyotes was
organizing themselves along the way. A shiver went through Utzil and Zacar´s entire bodies.
-The Gods have also given me a second chance to sink the island Kulbat Abaj if I arrive there with you
before five in the afternoon, so no matter what happens I promise that the three of us will reach the
island before that time! I promise! - Toj said.
-We promise! - said Zacar and Utzil, who somehow managed to find the strength to speak.
This will not serve us anymore- Toj said, throwing his giant mace to the mountains. He took Utzil in one
arm and Zacar in the other and said; -I will run to the Lake´s shore as if I were Utzil! There we will find
two kayaks. One will be for you two, which you, Zacar, will have to row with all your strength to get
away from the shore as quickly as possible. The Coyomeh are not used to the water so they will not
follow us there. While you row I will remain on the shore fending the Coyomeh advance and when I am
done I will follow on to Kulbat Abaj. Is it understood? - He asked Zacar, who replied that it was. –Very
well, we cannot fail so on our way! May the Gods protect us! - He said, and sped off running.
Throughout the Tzutujil and Kakchiquel territories, its inhabitants remained awake but with the fear of
going out of their homes. They had felt very afraid when they heard the rumbles caused by Toj´s
hammering, which they thought to be Tohil. Now they could hear new rumbles, though fainter. It was
the tummm, tummm, tummm, of Toj´s gigantic steps speeding through the Tzutujil territory. As Toj ran,
Zacar explained in detail to him the way the Coyomeh moved, stalked and finally attacked their victims.
She also told him of the wound they had inflicted upon Utzil´s back.
-Well, Im glad to know that they attack their victims´ backs, they will face the strongest back in the
planet.- Toj said, drawing his usual smile on his face.

4

A long time afterwards, when the deeds and tales told here became popular, it were Toj´s words that originated
the phrase “a little bird told me”, which was said by people when they had found out some information and didn’t
want to tell where they had obtained it.

They had come to a natural alley formed between the slopes of two mountains and from there they
could see the glimmering colors of Lake Atitlán. Its waters reflected the deep blue color of the three
volcanoes that stood out from the dark sky, which already presented some stars.
-This place is paradise! - Zacar exclaimed in pure wonder. –It is the most
beautiful thing I have seen upon this earth! No wonder the Gods, the Heart of
the Sky, the Heart of the Earth, the Great Grandfathers, and the Great
Grandmothers chose it as a place of contact between them and the Mayan
people! And there it is, Kulbat Abaj! We´re almost there!Toj did not answer, for his gaze was fixed on the alley that lay before them and through which they
would have to pass. Zacar saw the look and his face and asked him, -what´s wrong?-Nothing yet, but it will. This is the last place where they can attack us. The Coyomeh are not water
people, they will look to make their assault here! I hope that they will maintain the habit of attacking
from the back, it might give us some time!As he said this, he wrapped his arms around Zacar and Utzil keeping them close to his chest so that they
may be as protected as possible. The only thing that broke the silence was Toj´s heavy footsteps. Zacar
turned to look at Utzil and saw that he had opened his eyes. He was looking from one side to the other
to see if he caught a glimpse of the Coyomeh, but he was already too tired and too much in pain to say
anything or to move. Zacar turned to look at the island in the near distance. She did not know whether
to feel happy at their proximity of the island or to feel sad that Utzil was badly wounded and suffering,
but she resolved to keep her mind on the island. She knew that if he were to reach the island alive, the
Gods and the Great Grandfathers and Grandmothers would surely not let him die. She also knew
however that neither she nor Utzil could do anything against the Coyomeh, and that their quest hung
completely upon Toj, the Great Warrior. This gigantic warrior sensed her thoughts and assured her, -do
not worry, I will make sure that we get to the island before five. I promise!Utzil heard his brother´s words and so fixed his eyes upon Kulbat Abaj. If he could not fight in a physical
way he would surely fight to remain alive and reach the island alive on time. Zacar saw the look that her
loved one had and felt relieved at his attitude. From behind, a sound was heard of something hitting
Toj´s powerful back, at which Toj smiled broadly. The sounds kept on coming, and Zacar turned around
to find many spears being thrown at his back, which failed to pierce it and only bounced back. Toj
brought his two friends closer to his chest and then increased his speed and resolved to thrash anyone
who stood in his way. Zacar and Utzil felt the emotion running through them as the two kayaks Toj had
promised where seen on the shore, which was now very close.
Toj´s speed was now higher than it had been before and his smile broader. He knew
he had made it! Seeing him escape, the Coyomeh warriors leapt out of the darkness
and together started running with more haste to shorten the distance between them
and Toj. It might be the first time they would fail and they would not accept it.

Coyohuatl himself had placed himself at the front of the group, spear in hand, desperately trying to
shorten the distance between them and Toj. He ordered his warriors to focus their attention and energy
on bringing Toj down, instead of the other two companions who were clearly easy preys. Finally, Toj
arrived at the shore and without much care threw his companions into one kayak. He placed one of his
hands behind each kayak and with supernatural strength, pushed them far away towards the island,
leaving only ripples behind. Utzil and Zacar were now safely out of spears reach.
Meanwhile, the force with which Toj had pushed the kayaks had been so great that Zacar was having a
hard time to hold on to the kayak with one hand, and to Utzil with the other. She threw back a glance
towards Toj, who was courageously fending the Coyomeh off. He signaled her to grab the oar and start
rowing, but when she took the oar she saw that it was too big. This was Toj the Giant´s oar and her
hands were too small for them.
Toj continued to fight the Coyomeh hoping to keep their attentions on him and not on his two
companions, but the Coyomeh´s attack had increased and his left flank was beginning to hurt. He drew
close to the shore and picked up the largest rocks he could see and threw them violently towards his
enemies. But while he did this, Coyohuatl had managed to sneak around him and get no more than a
meter within him. Zacar could see all that was happening and desperately shouted at Toj and waved her
arms to alert him of the impending danger, but Toj was too busy with the other warriors and because of
the distance separating each other could not have heard her anyways. It was then that Coyohuatl took
his chance and with both hands plunged his spear between Toj´s head and neck, and quickly moved
away to avoid being hurt by the giant´s reactions.
At this, Zacar´s eyes widened. Even the Coyomeh warriors remained still, while their leader ran back into
the shadows. Toj had been struck in the one area of his entire body that was vulnerable, between the
head and neck, just like a lizard. He stood still with the spear embedded into him, stumbled, took a
couple of steps more and fell facedown into the waters of Lake Atitlán. Much to Zacar´s dismay, his body
sank into the water leaving but a trail of bubbles. Zacar began crying disconsolately. With tears
streaming down, she could barely see the island and she could hardly row the boat with the giant ore.
Her pace towards the island was too slow, but she told herself that she would have to get there and so
she would. Then she thought of Utzil and that she was not going to be able to carry him to the top of the
island. She had tried to do so when they had been ambushed in the circle of rocks, but had failed in
doing so.
The Coyomeh warriors began to look for Toj´s body, running from one side to the other of the lake´s
shore, but could not find it. They glanced towards the kayaks but they did not care for Utzil and Zacar
and didn’t know the reason for which they were heading to the island. Anyways, they knew that the
couple would not last long in the island and would have to come back to shore, and for which they
would be waiting, lurking in the shadows.
Zacar´s mind had gone blank. She could not reason now. Utzil had his eyes open and still seemed to
breathe, nonetheless Zacar knew not if he really was alive. A sound behind the kayak took her out of her

troubled thoughts, and she quickly turned to look what it was and saw that a stick was emerging from
the water. Anxiously she waited to see, when finally a head emerged with the stick. It was Toj! Without
a word he grabbed the kayak and with all his might pushed it once more towards the island. Zacar
thanked the sky that Toj was still alive! A few seconds later, Toj emerged once more from the water and
for the last time pushed it to shore. This time it did run aground. They had finally made it to the island!
Utzil realized this and so looked steadily towards the mountain top, a sparkle renewed in his eyes. Zacar
was also joyful and could not believe her eyes, but when she turned to look behind to Toj, her happiness
vanished. She saw his body floating like a lump, his head cast down into the water and the spear still in
his head.
Once again, Zacar felt helpless. Helpless to see her two companions, two great warriors, strayed on the
ground, one dead and the other so close to death. Two teardrops came down her yes. She felt her legs
shake and felt that she could go no longer. She wanted to fall to the ground and cry out to the skies, cry
out to the Heart of the Sky, the Heart of the Earth, the Great Grandfathers, and the Great
Grandmothers. She did not understand why these two great warriors had been pushed so to the limit
and subjected to the hardest tests, only to die so close to their goal.
But very suddenly, as if something had taken over her completely, she stood up and her tears stopped
coming down. This soft and kind woman began to transform, and she no longer seemed the devastated,
hopeless woman she had been not a minute ago. She truly was another person. It was as if the spirits of
both the strayed warriors had come inside her body and inside her soul, and their strong wills
transferred to her. -No more tears! Enough have already been shed! - She yelled. –and no more blood!
No more wars! No more suffering for the Mayan people, we have had enough!She began to run towards Toj and without hesitation entered the water. Somehow, she managed to
break the stick without taking the spearhead off, taking great care not to further hurt Toj. She took the
gigantic man by his clothes, pulled him and turned him round so that he could breathe out, and pulled
him just enough to let his head rest on the shore. She immediately went to fetch the second kayak and
brought it to Toj´s side. She was trying to push his body onto the kayak when he raised his arm and, with
a supernatural effort, took hold of the wood and helped push himself in the kayak.
-Toj is alive! He´s alive! - Zacar shouted. –Just one more effort and you´ll be in the kayak! - With their
combined efforts they managed to get Toj inside the kayak. Now both Utzil and Toj were inside the
kayaks, one in each.
-If these two men offer their lives so that there may be peace among the Mayan nations, then surely
other men with the same resolve will come!- Zacar yelled. –and if I am willing to lay my life for the peace
of the Mayan nations, then surely other women with the same will shall come! Come! The three of us
have an appointment with the Heart of the Sky, the Heart of the Earth, the Great Grandfathers, and the
Great Grandmothers! We go for the peace of all Mayan nations!-

She took the leather artifact that Toj had used to carry the huge rocks that were
on the top and tied its two ends to each kayak and finally assured the laces to
her front and to her back. She did not stop to guess the height and distance she
would have to go, and she did not question whether they would get to the top or
not, nor how hard it would be. She took a deep breath and with a moan, gave
the first burdensome step. She had lost her sandals, caites as they were then
called, and the jagged rocks on the floor had already started to sink into the soles of her feet. Her feet,
her front, her neck and her back were all in pain, but she paid them no attention. She had already
managed to pull the two kayaks one step up the slope, at which she marveled. –If I gave one step, then I
can give another! - She said, while she left a trail of blood on the hillside. Utzil and Toj kept their eyes
open; knowing that the only thing they could do was to stay alive and hope to make it to their
appointment on the hilltop. Meanwhile, Zacar had given another step. And then another, and another,
and another. Though she moved slowly, she moved forward nonetheless, and each step left a mark of
blood behind. There was not a sound to be heard in the Mayan territories that night. Nor on the earth
nor in the air, it seemed as if all the attention of the world was placed on Zacar and the two warriors.
From the beach, Coyohuatl and his Coyomeh warriors could see the effort Zacar was putting and they
were so intent on watching that it seemed that they themselves were carrying out the feat. Coyohuatl
looked from where he was towards the island, measuring the distance. He then looked at his warriors,
breathed deeply and in spite of his instinct, made a run towards one of the kayaks on the beach. The
Coyomeh looked in awe as their leader overcame his fear of water and took the kayak by the hands and
jumped inside. As stealthily as he could, he rowed towards Kulbat Abaj.
Zacar continued her struggle, and to be able to push herself further she placed her hands on the hillside.
Just like her feet had done, her hands started to tear and bleed, but this did not matter to her. All that
mattered was to get to the island top. Zacar´s will was far greater than her own bones, and it was
because of this that she was able to take one more step each time. But now her hands and feet were not
enough and she had to use her knees as well, which almost immediately started to bleed too. Even the
leather strap pressed to her front had started to dig into her skin, causing the blood to stream down her
face. In the dim light of the darkened day she could be seen, a Mayan woman pulling two kayaks with
two warriors inside, with just a quarter of the way left. Her pain and effort were plain to see – skin
almost torn apart, but a will of steel inside her heart.
When suddenly, Booommmmm! An explosion had upset the silence that had prevailed. And then
another boom! Lake Atitlán had never been witness to a more spectacular explosion of fire than on that
moment. Tohil, the God of Fire, was manifesting his rage!
-You agreed to contain your anger against the Mayan people and give them another chance!!- The Great
Grandmothers said to Tohil.
-My anger is not against them, it is against you all! Stop this, stop this now! - Tohil yelled.

Strong winds began to blow over the Mayan territories and a bitter rain began falling as well, adding to
the rumbles and tumbles felt all over the land. The Heart of the Sky, the Heart of the Earth, and the
Great Grandfathers called to the Great Grandmothers: -She is a Mayan woman; the decision falls upon
you to stop this! We agree with Tohil, this must stop now!They all wept and hurt and wished to stop the situation from getting worse. All they
wanted to do was to run over to Zacar and hug her. They wanted to embrace their
daughter, whom they deeply admired, and apologize for having put her through such
difficult tests. But because Zacar was a Mayan woman, the decision to stop this fell
only to the Great Grandmothers, who were looking at their daughter toil and toil.
They felt pain but did not show it, they only spoke: -Zacar is a Mayan woman, and
Mayan women will be exposed to many trials and sorrows for many years until they
can reach their peace. Their hearts and wills will be put to the test, and they will have the spirit to go
through such trials only if Zacar succeeds here tonight. Zacar knows this and that is why she is
performing this feat, all her strength and will focused on it. This pains us all more than it does Zacar, and
I know that it pains all of you even more, but it must be so. You know it is the truth!They all understood now and opposed no more resistance, so they continued to watch Zacar perform
her inhumane feat, with pain in their souls. The roaring volcanoes and the strong winds had ceased, but
the bitter rain remained. Zacar however had managed to advance so much that she was now only a few
steps away from reaching the top, but that was when Toj´s kayak started to creak. Not a moment later,
the kayak broke into a thousand pieces, but Toj quickly managed to grab a hold of a protruding rock, to
which he held on with one hand. This time, he was not going to fall down that same slope.
Zacar looked at Toj and saw that he was grabbing the rock and then turned to look at Utzil, and her
heart gave a leap! With great stealth, Coyohuatl had managed to reach the island and start climbing the
slope. He had gotten within short distance of them and was getting ready to attack Utzil with his spear.
Hurriedly and with great skill, Zacar started to take all the ropes that surrounded her and to take off the
artifact that had been pressed against her front. Aided by her infinite love and will, she held on to Utzil´s
kayak with only one hand, while she grabbed on to a rock with the other hand.
Utzil saw how Coyohuatl was climbing ever closer and then looked at Zacar, who met eyes with him.
Without a word said, Utzil understood Zacar´s intention so he reached his right arm towards the laces
strapped on to the kayak. Zacar then looked at Toj, who like Utzil, understood what she was trying to do.

He took hold of the laces that had been holding his kayak and didn’t let go of the rock to which he had
been holding on to.
Coyohuatl was so concentrated in creeping up silently so that he would not be caught, that he did not
realize that his “victims” had already seen him. He had reached a point close enough to make his last
attack, and was getting ready to strike, his eyes gleaming with hate. He held his spear fast, raised it
above his shoulder, and aimed directly toward Utzil´s heart, which was closest to him. And though he
knew not why they were climbing up to the top, he would not let Utzil escape alive once more.
Right when Coyohuatl threw his spear towards Utzil, Zacar let go of the laces tied to the kayak, which
started falling down the slope along with Utzil. The spear had missed! Meanwhile, Utzil held on to the
kayaks laces with all his strength and hoped to the Gods that something, or someone, would stop his
fall. Toj was closely watching the scene, and with a show of his will, used his one free hand to grab the
laces. Utzil´s kayak was now being held by Toj´s arm.
Coyohuatl had already spotted the place on the wall where his spear had remained stuck, and
desperately tried to take it out, but the strength with which he had thrown it had been very great. This
gave Zacar the time to grab a heavy rock. With the agility and instinct with which a beast defends its
own, she threw herself down onto Coyohuatl and hit him right on his front, making a dull sound that
echoed even to where the Coyomeh stood watching. But Zacar´s and Coyohuatl´s bodies had begun to
roll down the slope. Waking himself from out of his daze, Utzil balanced himself within his kayak and just
when Zacar passed by it, reached out his arm and with his free hand grabbed Zacar´s arm.
Coyohuatl´s body had tumbled down the rocky slope and now lay shattered on the island´s shore. The
Coyomeh warriors had witnessed with much clarity, due to their keen sight and ears, how their leader
had fallen. They remained standing, silently looking at each other, shocked that their leader had been
taken away from them.
Despite having passed through many obstacles and trials already, Toj, Utzil and Zacar´s situation was as
desperate as it had been and it was sheer will, not strength, which kept them alive. Utzil, who with both
hands held on to Zacar and the laces, was beginning to feel an almost unbearable pain in his flank,
previously wounded by the Coyomeh. Despite this, he smiled. He smiled because he felt alive and
because he held his lover Zacar, who he had managed to save. Knowing that they could not remain in
that situation any longer, Zacar called out to Tzunun. –Tzunun! My counselor from the sky, I need you! She yelled.
A ray of light appeared in the sky and in a mere fraction of a second; Tzunun was suspended in the air
right in front of her. –What do we do to get out of his predicament? - Zacar asked him.
Tzunun replied: -Take the leather bag Utzil has tied to his back, but be careful.
This is crushed maize mixed with water from Lake Atitlán that the Ah Tzité
prepared before Utzil left to Kumarcaj. Remember that the Mayans were created
from Maize; it is your life and your origin. Your bodies are made from it! Eat

some of it and then put some of it in Utzil´s and Toj´s wounds, and it will regenerate their tissue, their
energy and their spirit! - And before Zacar could thank him, he was gone.
As Tzunun had instructed, Zacar ate some of the cornmeal and immediately all of her wounds
disappeared. She then walked towards Utzil and anointed some of it onto his wounds, which also
disappeared. His strength returned to him and he felt how the life that he had almost lost filled his
entire being! He raised his gaze towards the skies and thanked the Gods, the Heart of the Sky, and the
Heart of the Earth, the Great Grandfathers, and the Great Grandmothers for being alive.
Toj was still hanging by his hand and carrying the kayak by the lace. He said, -I do not mean to rush you
two, but I can tell by the sky that it is almost five in the afternoon. It is time to finish what we came here
to do!Zacar and Utzil turned to look at Toj and saw that he had his great smile on, and as always in spite of the
grand effort he was making. Zacar felt a great tenderness towards him and looked at him with love. She
was again the woman that she was at heart – sweet and gentle. Keeping her eyes on Toj, she started to
cry again, but this time of happiness!
-Don´t worry, I cry because I am happy! - Zacar said amid sobs. -I cry because I have you Toj as my
brother! I cry because I have Utzil! I cry because we have been given another opportunity to carry out
the feat we were meant to! Toj, you can release the kayak now, we´ll be there with you in a moment.Utzil too was crying and so turned his head so that neither Toj nor Zacar could see.
-Don’t worry you crybaby! - Toj told him. –I saw you. I am crying of happiness too, but we must hurry. If I
let myself go now, I will tumble down the slope and take you two with me. It already happened once
and I wouldn´t like that to happen again!Utzil grabbed Zacar by the waist and, with just one leap, got to where Toj was hanging. Zacar came close
to Toj and put her hand on his nape. She extracted the point of the spear Coyohuatl had inserted in him
and immediately anointed the cornmeal, giving him no chance to moan in pain. The wound closed and it
was as if he had never been hurt. Toj got up and smiling gave both Utzil and Zacar a tremendous hug.
-Aghhhhhh! - They both yelled, -we have survived much these past days, but we don´t think we can
survive these hugs of yours! Please let us go!-I won´t let you go now, you are on Tzutujil side, you are my guests, and as such I will take you to island´s
top. - He told them.
Toj took both of them in his arms and started running uphill. When
they had come within a few steps from the top, they stopped, and
looked at each other. They smiled together, filling it with the
profound admiration they felt for each other. It was a smile of
brotherhood! It was a smile that indicated the union between the

representatives of the Mayan people. Utzil and Zacar gave each other a small kiss and then joined Toj
again and went back to looking at each other again. As if they were children, together they counted
“one, two, and three!” and took the last step to Kulbat Abaj´s top! They could not believe it; they had
finally reached the summit of their feat, just a few seconds before five! It was time to meet with their
guides, the Heart of the Sky, the Heart of the Earth, the Great Grandfathers, and the Great
Grandmothers, and, as Toj had wanted, sink the island that placed limits and divided the Mayans.
In that moment, all of the volcanoes within the Mayan territory exploded and sent huge flames from
their mouths! But these did not cause the Earth to rumble nor the great roars to scare the people, these
great explosions reflected the happiness and pleasure that Tohil, the God of Fire, felt for the feat Zacar,
Utzil and Toj had accomplished. These were the greatest celebration fires that had ever been seen in the
universe!
Just as the three companions placed their feet on the top, the Heart of
the Sky, the Heart of the Earth, the Great Grandfathers and the Great
Grandmothers appeared around them, surrounding them and showing
their satisfaction with big smiles. Their eyes showed the relief they felt
at the fulfillment of the task. They showed the admiration and
thankfulness that they felt towards their children. But above all, their
eyes showed their immense love for them.
The Great Grandmothers remained behind, while the Heart of the Sky, the Heart of the Earth and the
Great Grandfathers enjoyed the companion’s presence. The Great Grandmothers walked with big smiles
in their faces, their heads held high, proud of all of the Mayan children, and proud of their daughter
Zacar.
-We must interrupt you, for it is now five in the afternoon and it is our duty and pleasure to bestow
upon Zacar, Utzil and Toj the Will of the Gods. - Said the Great Grandmothers. –let us all go sit to the
circle of stones that Toj formed with immense effort. As you can see, the rocks here have no writings on
it, no glyphs. It is now time for you to know why this has always been so, especially you, Toj. These rocks
contain no legends, writings or glyphs because there is nothing worthwhile that could be written upon a
rock that would only seek to divide and to limit the free movement of the Mayans. We all agree with Toj
that this place should not exist, or at least that it should not exist in order to divide.Toj felt very satisfied when he heard these words and smiled once again. Zacar and Utzil smiled too,
knowing what this meant to Toj, and understanding what it meant to the whole Mayan nation.
The Grandmothers continued: -Before we tell you about the gifts that have
been conferred unto you by the Gods, we wish to tell you that Tohil, the God
of Fire, asked us to tell you that as a token of his satisfaction for the effort and
will you showed getting here, he promises that the volcanoes that surround
Lake Atitlán will never again erupt and will never again harm nor scare the

inhabitants of these regions. He will allow people to climb them and even plant their food on their skirts.
Tohil is very pleased with you three!And so it is that the three volcanoes today known as Atitlán, Tolimán and San Pedro that surround the
Lake have never erupted again.
-We also wish to tell you-, they continued, -that the Gods, and us as your Great Grandfathers and
Grandmothers, have agreed to Zacar and Utzil´s union so that from here on you will be able to live
together in peace, loving, enjoying and complementing each other. You will live here on Lake Atitlán and
your bodies will be transformed according to your unique characters and essence. Zacar shall be the
sweet and soft breeze of the Lake, while Utzil shall be the strong wind in the afternoon. In the morning
hours, you Zacar will be able to express your love to the Mayan people surrounding the Lake. But from
five in the afternoon onwards you Utzil will demonstrate your own character, you will be the strong
winds blowing over the Lake. You will be able to show your strength, which will be a reflection of the
strength that the Mayan people possess inside. It is at that time that the two of you will be able to meet
and enjoy each other. The Heart of the Sky and the Heart of the Earth will not allow anyone to navigate
these waters at that time so that you will be able to keep your privacy. Here, in Lake Atitlán, you will live
happily and in tranquility, and we are sure you will know how to complement each other.
-For Toj there will not be a second chance- the Great Grandmothers said, to which Toj widened his eyes
in surprised. –Do not worry Toj, for the Gods and for us you have done enough and have satisfied us so.
We all agree with you that the island Kulbat Abaj must be sank deep into the Lake´s waters. It was your
wish and it is now your right! Your body shall be transformed into stone and your spirit into water
vapor.Jokingly, and with a big smile on his face, Toj said: -I do not see what the difference would be to turn my
body into stone! - But the Great Grandmothers remained serious, so from then on he kept serious.
They continued: -Your body shall be transformed into the stone that is required to sink Kulbat Abaj! This
island will no longer be a symbol of division among the Mayan people, and from the moment it is sunk
the Mayan people will feel a change within them. They will no longer see themselves as scattered tribes,
but will start to see themselves as part of the Mayan nation! Your spirit, Toj, will be transformed into
water vapor, and as all lizards you will be able to stay under water for long periods of time, maintaining
the island deep under water. On sunny days you will be able to rise high above the Lake´s surface and
watch the Mayan nation live as a whole, just the way you always dreamed.-But as a special gift from the Gods, it will be on those beautiful days, for which Lake Atitlán is known,
that you three, Zacar, Utzil and Toj will be able to see each other and enjoy the Lake together. The
brotherhood that was born between you three shall be kept alive forever and together you will live in
harmony for the rest of your lives. Now, Toj, you must place yourself in the center of the circle. Zacar
and Utzil, you will take each other´s hand and join him. Do not be afraid my children, at the moment of
your transformation you will feel a great relief and a great happiness. This is a special gift to you from
the Gods.-

-But the greatest gift the Gods have accorded, at our request, at the request of the Heart of the Sky, the
Heart of the Earth, the Great Grandfathers and the Great Grandmothers, is that at the instant of your
transformation, the Gifts that your spirits now possess shall be planted into the hearts of every single
man and woman of the Mayan nation.
-From that moment on, all Mayan women will carry you, Zacar,
deep inside themselves. They shall all have noble souls and will
know when and how to sacrifice themselves for the good of their
children and their people. They will know how to feed their
children with Maize in order to keep them healthy and strong.
They will respect their Gods, their Great Grandfathers and their
Great Grandmothers, and they will know that they play an
important role in their nation´s destiny. When need comes, they will know how to defend their children
and their people.-From you Utzil, all Mayans will inherit your goodness and your capacity for sacrifice. They will inherit
your ability to walk and run among hills, mountains and rivers. They will inherit your respect towards
authority and the courage to defend their families and nation.-And from the moment of your transformation, Toj, all Mayan people shall be endowed with the
capacity to carry great burdens on their back without much effort and to smile even in the hardest of
times. The artifact that you used to carry these huge rocks will be known as Mecapal and shall be used
by all Mayans, men and women, to assist them in carrying things on their backs.-

-Now we must ask you one last question, - the Great Grandmothers continued. –do you three agree with
what the Gods and We have chosen for you? If you say “yes”, from that same moment the
transformation shall be carried out.The three of them, Zacar, Utzil and Toj, looked at each other, smiling and resolved, and together they
said “YES!”

Immediately, Toj´s body was transformed to stone. Since it was the last needed stone to sink Kulbat
Abaj, a great rumble was heard and the island began to sink into Lake Atitlán. The vapor of its waters
mixed with the ethereal bodies of Zacar and Utzil, who were lifted high above the Lake´s surface. They
were now suspended in the air above the Lake, just like Tzunun. They looked down at how the last
visible parts of the island sank, and with great joy noticed how the waters of Lake Atitlán formed Toj´s
smile just before they calmed down.
Without another word, the Heart of the Sky, the Heart of the Earth, the Great Grandfathers, and the
Great Grandmothers left. And it was at that moment that the sky turned bright again! After days of
darkness, great rumbles and bright red explosions that Tohil´s wrath had unleashed, the bright and
colorful skies of Lake Atitlán had returned! They gave such light to the sky, the lake, the mountains and
the volcanoes; it seemed to be a signal of unfathomable happiness and radiance!
Now a sweet and gentle breeze, Zacar drifted happily and softly over the Lake´s waters towards the
place that had been Utzil´s lookout post. She wished to see it, and wished also to see the Sacred City
that Utzil used to protect, as much as she already knew and loved his soul. She also wished to move
around the Lake and get to know each of the twelve Mayan towns that surrounded it. Utzil, on the other
hand, flew upwards with such strength that he left the Lake as agitated as it had never been before.
From the Lake´s beach, on the Tzutujil side, the Coyomeh had seen it all. –They were chosen by the
Gods! - They yelled, throwing themselves down in worship and repent. –They are the same Gods as
ours, even with different names they are our Gods too! We have sinned, please forgive us Oh Gods! We
are willing to pay for this affront we have made you! Forgive us! - They begged.
A loud yell was heard, at which Zacar turned to look. It was Utzil!
It is the Coyomeh!- he said, as he made his way towards the inert body of Coyohuatl. He took him in a
very violent way and headed towards the shore where the Coyomeh were. The Coyomeh were struck
with such fear at seeing the hurricane that Utzil was now that all they could do was stand still and
tremble. Utzil took them in the middle of a swirl that contained even more force than Toj´s suffocating
hugs. He carried them to the place where the island had been before, leaving them suspended in the
turmoil air. The Coyomeh kept on screaming in great fear! Zacar made her way as quickly as she could to
where Utzil was, but now that she was a soft and gentle breeze she could not go so fast.
At hearing the sounds of such unexpected situation, the Heart of the Sky, the Heart of the Earth, the
Great Grandfathers, and the Great Grandmothers appeared right where they were coming from. –What

do you wish to do with him? - They all asked Utzil. They well knew of the goodness, strength and
violence that Utzil had always possessed inside of him. Utzil hesitated for a second and then with his
eyes searched around for Zacar and Toj to ask their opinions. It was the first time in his life that he
would not make a decision by himself and in an impulsive way! He knew that it was the three of them,
Zacar, Toj and Utzil who should make the decision.
-Forgive them, they are repented! - Zacar said.
-Yes! Forgive them, they are truly repented. - Toj said. He was floating just above the Lake, as the water
vapor he had been turned into.
-I agree! We should forgive them! - Utzil said to the Heart of the Sky, the Heart of the Earth, the Great
Grandfathers, and the Great Grandmothers.
-We agree! - answered the Heart of the Sky, the Heart of the Earth, the Great Grandmothers, and the
Great Grandfathers. –We know they repent of their sins and of their errors, and there will be no
punishment. However, there must be a reward. Something must be given in exchange!We agree with giving something in exchange! Whatever you choose! - The Coyomeh answered. –If you
choose to punish us we understand, for we know we have done wrong and we repent!The Heart of the Sky, the Heart of the Earth, the Great Grandfathers, and the Great Grandmothers went
aside and took a moment for council. When they returned they said:
-We have made a decision that you may not understand now, but will be of great benefit for the Mayan
nation in the future and it will be good for trade with the nations to the south. Most names of important
places within the Mayan nation have been given in Náhuatl, which is a foreign language, the language
that you, the Coyomeh, speak. Since you have the ability to cover tirelessly great distances, from now on
you will be in charge of running through the vast territories of this country. Through plains, forests, hills,
mountains and volcanoes you shall run, always at night to not be seen, and you shall give names to
those things that should be named. Your punishment shall be that people will not know what each name
means. They shall remember the names of places, but not where the name came from. That will be your
task, your payment!And so it was that all the important names within the Mayan nation, such as Atitlán, Coactemalan5, and
many others have their origin in the Náhuatl language. People now do not know the meaning of these
names or they do not care to know, and only remember the places for their names and not their origins.
Utzil moved again towards Tzutijil territory and left the Coyomeh safe and sound in the same place
where he had taken them up. He also left them the body of their dead leader Coyohuatl.

5

Root name of the modern name Guatemala, originally given in the Náhuatl language

-You came with him, and now you shall take him out of these lands. - Utzil commanded them. –We do
not want his body or his memory in our country!
Two of the Coyomeh took his body and wrapped it in the coyote hide that he had always worn. Now
they felt that it was because of him that they had offended the Mayan gods, who were actually their
gods as well. They began running in departure and without showing Coyohuatl the slightest respect,
dragged him all the way until they had left the Mayan territories. The other Coyomeh that did not carry
Coyohuatl´s body away started the task they had now been ordered to do and to the four directions
they ran.
And it is from that day, that when night falls, the howls of coyotes are heard covering great distances
throughout the vast Mayan territories. It is the ancient Coyomeh warriors who continue to carry out
their task in repayment for having been forgiven.
The Heart of the Sky, the Heart of the Earth, the Great Grandfathers, and the Great Grandmothers spoke
again: -We have decided something else! Since the Sacred City is located in the mountains of Panimaché
on the shores of Lake Atitlán, and it is where, in the New Age, the Mayan people will pilgrim to in order
to clean themselves of their sins and errors; and since in the common root of the Quiché, Kakchiquel
and Tzutujil languages, “xocom” means “to take away” and the vowel “il” means “sin or guilt”, from this
moment henceforth, the strong hurricane-like winds and the sweet and gentle breeze, combined with
the water vapor into which Toj transformed shall be known as “Xocomil”. The Xocomil will be granted
the power to free those people that are truly repented at heart from their sins and guilts.
-Last of all, - they continued, -almost every culture has a bird as a symbol of peace. Tzunun, the
hummingbird, has played a very important role as our messenger. He has taken messages and received
them loyally and has served as a counselor to those people that wish to know our will and to those
people that seek to live in peace with others. He was close to you throughout the development of your
missions and was very important in their fulfillment. For this reason and because of the colors that his
feathers possess, we name him the active symbol of peace in Mayan culture and is to be the counselor
for spiritual guides that hope to achieve peace and multicultural harmony.
-Tzunun will be in charge of telling the legends that have here transpired to
all Mayan people. He will deposit these legends in all the flowers of all the
fields within this territory so that everyone who breathes their aroma will
know and understand the message within these legends. And in exchange,
he will take some honey from each of these flowers and will give it the
Heart of the Sky.
-We will keep this honey and we will then give it to the generations of Mayans that will come in the new
age! It shall be the honey of peace, of rebirth and of development! It shall be the honey of a peaceful
coexistence with other nations and cultures! - They ended.

And so it was that on that day, the bodies and spirits of Zacar, Utzil and Toj transformed into the
Xocomil and also into the spirit itself of Lake Atitlán, a spirit that is made from peace, serenity, beauty,
sweetness, uprightness, goodness, elegance, responsibility, respect, tenaciousness and strength. There
in Lake Atitlán, the Xocomil is able to purge the sins and guilts of those who visit the Lake and who are
truly repented at heart.
From that day, every morning a soft and sweet breeze visits all of the lands around Lake Atitlán,
including what is today known as San Andrés Sematabaj and Panimaché. At midday a large cloud of
vapor suspends itself just a few centimeters over the Lake´s surface to many meters above, and at five in
the afternoon a hurricane-like wind chases the soft breeze away and along with a supernatural force
sent by the Heart of the Sky creates a surge of waves that makes the Lake´s waters hard, if not
impossible, to traverse. This last force is made to maintain the privacy of the three spirits that reside in
the Lake of Atitlán, the spirits known as the Xocomil.
And from that day, Tzunun the Hummingbird goes around the territories of the Mayan nation and in
each colorful flower of its fields, deposits these legends, and in change receives a sweet honey that he
then takes to the Gods, the Heart of the Sky, the Heart of the Earth, the Great Grandfathers, and the
Great Grandmothers so that they may give it to the coming generations of Mayans in the New Age.

Photographs taken by the University Francisco Marroquin of the sunken city Samabaj, name given by the
union of the last name of the discoverer
Samayoa and Abaj which means stela that was found standing with no writings on it. In the oral
recompilation the islands name is Kulbat Abaj (K´ulb´at ab´aj ) which means limit stone as used in the
present legend.
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THE END

